Wiper Blades
Visionary performance

Overview

The clear
first choice

With unique design features, superior quality materials and
OEM quality manufacture, DENSO Wiper Blades provide
drivers with a safe, comfortable field of vision whatever

Range

Three advanced
technologies

As well as superior OE quality and advanced design,
DENSO’s Wiper Blade programme for aftermarket
customers offers complete convenience and choice.

the weather conditions are.
Fitted as original equipment to the windscreens of cars such
as the Opel/Vauxhall Insignia, Citroën C-Crosser, Peugeot
4007, Toyota Auris and Toyota IQ, DENSO Wiper Blades are
selected by top car makers worldwide.

The DENSO programme includes three, essential Wiper Blade
types, and a choice of easy fitting options including bayonet,
hook or twin screw installation systems.

DENSO’s Standard, Hybrid and Flat replacement Wiper
Blades deliver the same outstanding quality. Offering
more than 1500 applications with only 118 convenient part
references, there is a DENSO Wiper Blade for 95% of the
European car parc – the most consolidated programme in
the aftermarket.
Which is why, when you need a replacement Wiper Blade,
there’s only one name to choose: DENSO.

A popular choice for the everyday motorist, DENSO’s Standard
Wiper Blades offer all-round, long-lasting performance with a
selection of different blade and installation options.
Truly advanced, OEM specification wiping technology
– invented by DENSO – that blends outstanding wiping
performance with stylish, integrated design.
Intelligently engineered for close, even contact on any
windscreen, DENSO’s Flat Wiper Blades deliver long-lasting,
streak-free performance in all weathers.

Standard Blades

Efficiency
in action

Hybrid Blades

Tomorrow’s
technology

DENSO’s Standard Blades offer a selection of four, advanced
blade profiles to suit different windscreens and vehicle styles.
There are also four different choices of installation system,
and three clip options to suit you and your customer.

Combining advanced performance with sophisticated
design, DENSO’s low profile Hybrid Blades are
designed with an integrated, fully covered blade
and wiper arm – giving you and your customers
unprecedented access to the future of wiper technology.

DENSO’s Standard Wiper Blades offer:
> Durability
> Strong, all metal blade arm
> High-compression rubber wiper
> Efficient design
> Effective wiping edge with evenly cut edges
> Low profile inserts provide the perfect
wiping angle
> Eight, evenly-spaced contact points

Dynamic design
> Fully covered, stylish, matt black body
> Low profile, unobtrusive shape
> Very easy to attach to wiper arm
> Integrated fitting system

Spoiler Wiper Blades
DENSO’s vehicle manufacturer customers fit Wiper
Blades with spoilers. This helps to sustain optimum
wiping performance during high speed driving.
Curved Wiper Blades
Most popular European cars use a curved Wiper
Blade on the passenger side. This allows the Wiper
Blade to follow the shape of the windscreen and
bonnet of the car.

Superb performance
> Common-use vertebrae ensures superior
surface-hold to the windscreen
> Rigid, graphite-coated rubber blade for
smooth, more efficient wiping performance
Customer convenience
> Conveniently consolidated range

Flat Blades

Tailored
engineering

DENSO’s Flat Blades touch every windscreen closely
and evenly to wipe away rain and debris in even the worst
weather conditions. With sleek styling and long life, they offer
all-round appeal to every motorist.

Superior performance
> Precise tailoring to the curvature of your
windscreen for optimum efficiency
> Even pressure distribution across the whole
length of the blade delivers maximum
windscreen contact; ensuring excellent
visibility and safety in critical weather
conditions
> Aerodynamic profile ensures outstanding
performance even at high speeds
> Resistance in cold weather conditions
– no icing of superstructure
> Reduced surface area minimises wind noise
Easy fit
> Innovative arm fitment makes blades easier
to change, without the need for an adapter
Innovative design
> Elegant, bracketless styling
> Integrated aerodynamic spoiler

DENSO Wiper Blades
> Original equipment technology and quality
guarantee outstanding wiping performance
> Highly durable for a long lifespan
> Superior wiping performance
> Conveniently consolidated range
> Wide coverage and unique applications for
Asian and European cars
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